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        T_ HE SURFACE-CHEMICAL STUDY OF 
            THE SOLID TO WATER. 
    • 
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                          Introduction.
   The problem of the glass andother so]ids to get wet or not is considered one 
special case of the adhesioti between substances. This adhension beriveen subst<lnces 
is connected with hydrostttic force, surface energy, friction and some other problems. 
   1n Fig. t, Ict tQ represent airandQQ -represent liquid in equilibriumon a solid 
                              Qz , .4D the air-solid, AB the liquid-solidand 
    O~ ~ © AC the air-solid interface, the line AC forming        arr               Y
u p`4n`~' an angle B with ~. This angle is called the 
                              anglc~o( contact of the system. Then, since
20 (1946)
  n ~ n 
YL a AC represents the cqudtbnwn configulatton oC 
s 
           ® SOtId. the system, we obtain 
                      Fig. I YSA=Y.vr.+YLA COS 8 ......... ......~I) 
  where v,,.A represents he interfacial tension beriveen•the solid Qz and the air ~i , 
 ~v~ the air-liquid interfacial tension, and v,~r, the interfacial tension between the 
 liquid and the solid. 
     If YG',~, denotes the worl: required to sepente tlic liquid from the solid 
  perpenditiidarly to the plane of contact, then 
                                            f'13L=Y.v. ~("YLA-Y.4L ............(y) 
  a relationslp lutown as the equation of Dupre. Prom (r) and (?) we obtain .the 
  relationship proposed by Young ; 
                            n%AL=YLA(1 +COS u~
     Then suppose fine drops of the liquid is put on the solid, and the system is 
                    (i) (u) (iii) 
       f 
~.-
                                            Fig.2
                                             mnlactangle example
                  (i) YyA~'-Y.91~
0Y/.A 0=0° nlcohnl. onthe cleaned gtaaa                   (il) VryL-VAAy YLq 0=I$O° mercury nnthe glass 
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 shown in Fig. 2. (in this case the gravity is neglected.) 
     Then in order to judge the problem to get wet or not and What degree to 
 get wet beriveen solid and liquid, it is enough. to know the contact angle B among 
  three solid-liquid-gas systems. The investigation of'the contact angle beriveen 
  solid-water system mentioned above is one important key to examine thewetness 
  of the solid to water. 
     There ar~ various methods to get the solid wet, for instance, with few la be 
 drops or many small drops. In this case; the problem to what degree the dew 
 hinders the visibility according.to the degree of the wetness of the solid when the 
 see the substance through this solid, especially through glass. is decided by the 
 growth of the drops on the solid. 
              On the contract angle of the. solids to the water. 
 § 1 The method of the measurement. 
     There are many mcthcxls to measure the contact angle of the solid to the 
  liquid,t'-'o but we adopt lfc small drop method as a simple and fairly exact method 
  in consequence of a fete preliminary experiments, and lve intend to tike many 
 data and to get fairly enact values statistically. , 
     We make many drops on the solid using she slmit capillary to examine the 
  contact angle to water, project he ligl-=t to.tlxe drops and photograph t at enlarged 
 
.image. At the same time We insert the graduated plane.in t/fo mm- [or 
  
.convenience to determine the drop sizer 
     We photograph the drop immediately after placing it on the glass to prevent 
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 the cltangc of iks size according to the evaporation of water. 
    1'hc height (It) and the base lengt]} (2r) of the drop on the photograph image 
 arc measured by means of a microscope. 
     Then the contitct angle between water and solids is rdculate(I by the (ollotving 
 formula 
                                 tan B_)~ 
                                      z r 
 § 2 The method to make the sample. 
     ~4re use some synthetic resiu attaching half on the glass. 
     The glass is im~t~rscd in a solution of the completely dissolved synthetic 
 resin in various solvents, and it is placed~in a dcsicatct• for two days and nights, 
 then Ute synthetic resin on the glass is dried up. The glass takes iip front. the 
 desicator just before use. 
 § 3 Results of the experimentsadd'discussion. 
     An example of the resu]ts is shown in the following photogmph. 
                                The :experimental results are tabulated in 
   I'ho[ogmp6 of the Cmvact Angle.                                  't'able}. ' 
                                 y.~
            
~ ,,. s' (~;.'l~ 'fable I. limtact m~gle of the synthetic resin. 
 ~ ~  ~ ~~r, Dame of the cunttni- contact   '~'~,o~'~ ~sy /o solvent                                          synthetic resign .ration angle     "kuralugamu"-benzene tog' _ 
  ~~ ads _ "kuralugamu" Ixnune m,°a 68° tqr 
 ~' ~° vinylacetate bem ne to bqo qgi 
 _,__ ,vinylncctale-benzene 5~ ~ f benzene to to7° z8~ 
  - 
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     As seen in Table 1, the contact angle of the 
  polystyrol film is larger than 90° .and tlvtt of Chc 
  other films is on the whole 60° to 70°, acid unly 
  that of the polyvinylalcohol is very small. 
      Diilerence of the contact angle in the case of 
  the same synthetic resin dissolved in different
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        solvents may not be particularly laige, though not decisive for lad: of the ex-
        perinents; flze problem of such difference in the contact angle is not decided 
        defiuitely, for the structure of the films used is not surely understood or the problem 
        of the absorption to those films is not mzde clear. 
                                  Conclusion.
            LVe have /described first that the investigation of the contact angle in the 
         solid-water system is one important key to examine the wetness of the solid to -
          water 
            We have adopted the small drop method as a simple and fairly enact iiiethod ; 
         for instance, the film of the thin synthetic resin is fixed on the glass and the contact 
         angle of that film to «'atcr measured. 
            \Vc have stated that the contact angle of the polystyrol film is larger than 
        qo° and that of the polyvinylalcohol is very small.. 
            We will state the problem of the wetness of the solids in other casesr ~ But 
         we will consider the relationship between the contact angle and the wetness of 
        the solids. i 
            It is hrterestin~ to mention that the size of the drop on the polystyrol-benzene . 
       ' is smaller than on the glass sm-face. The fact hat the site of the drop is small, 
        should be a matter of course, if we consider the contact angle of this film.is 
           greater thanyou°.• ~ ~ , 
            On the other films the contact angle is smaller than qo° and the difference 
        is very small. Then there may not be large difference in webress. 
            Moreover, weshould consider the problem that-wetness ~s lazgely influenced 
        by the water absorption of the film. 
            On evetness the water-po]yvinylalcohol film shows the best result. One of they 
         reasons of this result may be, that this film easily absorbs water, then the -dew
        attached on it diffuses into the film, not remaining on the film, and so not becoming 
        lazge drop. (It means the degree of the siie to lunder transparency.) 
                                    bzstatule furClea»zicat Rcsearc7a (2¢kaCuke),
                                             Kyoto Zarayeeial LTizia~erazty.
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